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EXAMPLE: ACQUISITION TIME, LIVE TIME, AND ALL THAT 

What is the difference between "real time", "accumulation time", and "live time" in Amptek's DPPs?  
How do you measure "dead time"?  How do you measure "live time"?  These questions are very frequently 
asked.  Many users are accustomed to methods traditionally used in analog MCAs to measure these 
quantities.  There are fundamental differences to the way these are measured in Amptek's digital processors. 

Amptek has an application note entitled "Understanding acquisition time, live time, and all that" which 
defines and explains the various quantities.  This application note gives two specific examples to illustrate 
how to accurate correct for deadtime, pulse pile-up, etc.  The first application is a 13mm

2
 SiPIN detector, 

used at 6.4 µs peaking time and count rates up to about 30 kcps.  The second application is a 25mm
2
 

FastSDD, used from 4 to 0.1 µs peaking time and count rates up to 2 Mcps.  A third section of this note 
provides examples and additional information to illustrate pile-up rejection, sum peaks, and other timing and 
counting related phenomena. 

1.  SiPIN example 

The table below shows several important count rate related quantities, measured using a 13 mm
2
 SiPIN 

detector and a Mn target, excited by a Mini-X X-ray tube.  The tube had an Ag anode and was used with a 
W/Al filter and operated at 30 kVp.  The beam current varied from 5 to 132 mA.  We first present the table, 
then discuss and define the quantities.  The other application note has more detailed definitions. 
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Directly measured quantities 

The table lists some key directly measured quantities.  These can all be read from the DPPMCA display. 

o The real time is the time that elapsed between starting and stopping this data acquisition.  It is what 
you would measure with a clock. 

o The accumulation time is the time that the system was actually acquiring data; acquisition is gated 
off during preamp resets, data transfers, and other events.  This is the meaningful time for 
determining count rates. 

o The input count value is the number of pulses which exceeded the fast threshold while data were 
accumulated.  The input counts are directly measured. 

o The total count value is the number of pulses recorded in the spectrum.  The total counts are 
directly measured. 

o The net counts in the photopeak are not directly measured.  The software does a linear fit to the 
background across a region of interest and then computes the difference between the gross counts 
in the ROI and the background counts in the ROI.  These are net counts.  For this example, we 

found net counts in the Mn Kα photopeak and in the sum peak. 

Raw Count Rates 

The raw count rates are obtained by dividing the directly measured raw counts by the directly measured 
accumulation time.   

o The fast count rate is given by the input counts divided by accumulation time.  It represents the raw 
count rate measured in the fast channel, where pile-up is minimal and there is only a lower threshold.  
It is not displayed in DPPMCA. 

o The total count rate is given by the total counts divided by accumulation time. 

o The net photopeak counts the net sum peak are found by dividing the appropriate net counts by 
accumulation time. 

Input Counts 

The input count rate is estimated from the fast count rate by making a small correction to account for 
dead time in the fast channel.  The input count rate is given by 

1
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Fast Fast
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− 
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where TFast is the pulse pair resolving time in the fast channel.  This is approximately equal to the sum of the 
fast channel peaking time (which can be commanded to several values) and the typical pulse risetime, which 

depends on the detector.  For the SiPIN here, we used fast channel peaking times of 0.4 and 0.8 µs and a 

risetime of 0.1 µs. 

The fast channel correction factor is the term in parentheses in Eqn. [1].  Amptek strongly recommends 
that the fast channel peaking time be much shorter than the slow channel peaking time.  We also 
recommend that the dead time in the slow channel be <70%.  Under these conditions, the correction factor 
will generally be quite small, a few percent.  This is why the raw fast channel count rate is a very good 
approximation to the true input count rate.  The correction factor and the input rate are shown in the first two 
columns of the corrected and model results table. 

DPPMCA implements the correction in Eqn. [1] and this is displayed as input rate but uses a fixed 

value of TFast, 0.1 µs for 80 MHz ADC clock (0.4 µs for 20 MHz).  If you command the fast channel to a 
different value of TFast, the value displayed in DPPMCA is incorrect.  DPPMCA also does not include the 
pulse risetime, which depends on the detection.  If the correction factor is significant, we recommend 
computing the value directly, using the raw count rates. 
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Livetime and Deadtime 

The livetime and its conjugate deadtime are computed from the difference between the input and total 
count rates.  This is fundamentally different from an analog MCA, in which the total counts and livetime are 
directly measured and the input rate derived; in Amptek’s DPPs, the count rates are directly measured and 
the livetime derived.  This is because the count rates are the quantities of primary interest; livetime is only 
used in an analog MCA to obtain input count rates. 

The livetime fraction is just the fraction of input counts which are in the spectrum.  The deadtime fraction 
is one minus the livetime fraction.  The deadtime correction factor is one over the livetime fraction.  This 
deadtime correction factor is very important because it can be applied to any raw count rate. 

                    
Input Total InputTotal

live dead correction

Input Input Total
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−
= = =    [2] 

The deadtime correction factor can be predicted theoretically as  

( )exp 2
correct input slow

F R T=     [3] 

where Tslow is the deadtime per pulse in the slow channel.  This will be given by 

( )( )1
slow peak flat rise

T T T T δ= + + +    [4] 

where Tpeak is the peaking time in the slow channel, Tflat is the flat top in the slow channel, and Trise accounts 

for the risetime of the detector signal.  The term (1+δ) accounts for the fact that the pulse must fall from its 

peak before the peak detect counts a pulse.  The value δ is the ratio of the slow threshold to the peak of the 

pulse, e.g.a slow threshold of 2% and a photopeak at ¼ full scale gives δ of 0.1. 

The columns in the chart below labeled “Dead Time Correction” and “Model Dead Time Correction” are 
comparing the value found from Eqn [2], using actual counts, and that predicted by Eqn [3].  The agreement 
is quite good, which indicates that the pulse losses are well understood and predicted by theory. 

Note that the correction factor increases rapidly as the livetime fraction falls.  What this implies is that 
one must rely on the correction to obtain accurate results at high count rates.  There will be errors and 
uncertainties in any correction, which is why keeping the livetime high is usually helpful. 

Corrected total and net count rates 

The corrected total and corrected net rates in the table below are found by multiplying the raw or 
uncorrected rates by the correction factor, using Eqn. [2].  DPPMCA uses Eqn. [2] to compute the net count 
rate in an ROI but notice that Eqn. [2] uses the input count rate, i.e. Eqn. [1].  Since DPPMCA uses a fixed 
value for Tfast, this correction is only approximate.  

Model sum peak count rate 

The sum peak rate is the probability of two photopeak counts occurring with the fast channel pulse pair 
resolving time, TFast.  The true sum peak rate is the square of the true photopeak net rate but the sum peak 
rate actually measured must be scaled by the deadtime correction factor, which will apply to the sum peak.  
The model predicts this rate to be given by the equation below.  The table below indicates pretty good 
agreement between the theory and the observations.  It appears that the resolving time is slightly longer than 
the predicted value. 

( )
2

_ _
Fast

sum m Net corr

correct

T
R R

F
=     [5] 
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2.  FastSDD example 

As a second example, another set of Mn spectra were taken but using a 25mm
2
 FastSDD as the 

detector.  This permits count rates up to several Mcps.  A 30 kV Ag anode Mini-X was also used, but with no 
filter to obtain higher count rates.  Spectra were recorded at beam currents from 1 to 130 mA, giving input 
count rates from about 10 to 1200 kcps.  The peaking time, flat top duration, fast channel peaking time, and 
other parameters were varied and spectra taken over the range of current.  In each case, the system data 
were acquired until 30,000 counts were recorded in the peak channel, so the acquisition times varied 
significantly. 

The tables below show the direct counts, raw rates, corrected rates, and modeled rates for TPeak=1.0 µs, 

Fflat = 0.2 µs, TFast = 0.05 µs, and a pulse risetime of 0.05 µs.  These were computed using the same 
formulas as above.  Similar data were taken for a variety of peaking times, flat tops, and fast channel times 
and are shown in the plots which follow. 
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Fast channel count rate and correction 

The plot below shows, in the solid lines, the raw fast count rate (fast counts divided by accumulation 

time) as the solid curves for TFast from 0.05 to 0.8 µs.  The dashed curves show the input count rate, 
computed from the fast count rates using Eqn. [1].  The black dash-dot shows a linear extrapolation from low 
count rates.  This shows the accuracy of the correction in Eqn. [1]. 

 

Total count rate correction and model 

The plot below shows the raw total count rate as the solid lines, for Tpeak from 0.1 to 4.0 µs.  The dashed 
curves show the model total count rate, the inverse of Eqn. [3].The red line shows the raw fast rate and the 
dash-dot a linear extrapolation from low rates.  The excellent agreement indicates the accuracy of Eqns. [3] 
and [4] and also indicates that the dead time characteristics are well understood. 
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The plot below shows the live time fraction versus input count rate for the various peaking times 
corresponding to the data in the chart above. 

 

Sum peak intensity 

The plot below compares the measured sum peak intensity with that computing using Eqn. [5], again 
showing good agreement.  This implies that the sum peak properties are well understood.  It also shows that 
Eqn. [5] can be used to accurately estimate the sum peak intensity, for corrections in analytical software. 
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3.  Spectra 

The plot below shows spectra taken with the FastSDD at a Tpeak of 1.0 µs, at input count rates from 13 
to 1200 kcps.  These are the spectra from which the tables above are derived.  Data were recorded to a fixed 
number of counts in the peak channel.  As the count rate increases, up to 1 Mcps, the only changes in the 
spectrum are an increase in the intensity of the sum peak and the continuum sum (this causes the tail above 
30 keV).  Above 1 Mcps, i.e. 95% dead time, the triple sum peak is visible. 

 

The plot below shows spectra taken at 200 kcps with the FastSDD, with peaking times from 0.1 to 4.0 

µs with a fixed TFast of 50 ns .  Note that there is negligible change to the overall spectrum, and in particular, 
that the sum peak intensity is constant.  The only changes are in the resolution of the photopeak and also in 
the acquisition time (not shown in the plot but the data were taken to fixed photopeak counts and thus for 
accumulation times from 4.5 to 25 sec). 
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The plot below illustrates some subtleties in the sum peak.  These data were all taken with the FastSDD 

at Tpeak=4.0 µs, Tflat=0.2 µs, and an input count rate near 50 kcps.  The black trace shows pile-up rejection 
disabled.  The continuum, a straight line from the primary peak to the sum peak, is arises because the pulse 
sums two trapezoids with a variable delay.  The peak of the summed shape is proportional to the delay, due 
to the linear rise of the trapezoid.  The "bump" at the sum peak arises from the flat top. 

The filled red trace shows standard pile-up rejection parameters, with Tfast = 0.1 µs.  Pulses which occur 
within the fast channel resolving time show up in the sum peak, as expected.  The blue trace shows the 

spectrum for Tfast =0.4 µs, while the green trace shows Tfast =0.8 µs.  The sum peak intensity increases, as 
one expects from Eqn. [5].  But is also broadens and becomes non-Gaussian with a tail to lower amplitudes.  
This occurs because the Tfast > Tflat.  With this condition, the summed pulse can fall from its peak value and 
yet be within the pulse pair resolving time of the fast channel.  The amount that it falls depends on Tfast, and 
Tflat, and also on Tpeak.  We recommend using Tfast < Tflat to obtain a more symmetric sum peak.  Note that the 
FWHM of the sum peak is about √2 the width of the primary peak, since this is essentially a single X-ray 
deposition with twice the energy. 

 


